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Several studies have demonstrated that mRNA stability may be an important
factor in gene expression. mRNA-protein interactions are known to regulate gene
expression including pre-mRNA splicing, polyadenylation, editing, transport,
cytoplasmic targeting, translation, and mRNA turnover. We explored well-defined
mRNAs of less than 3000 base pairs in size, to determine the effects the major
dinucleotide distribution has on the folding firee energy. A comparative study was
conducted preserving dinucleotide composition (Dishuffled), compared to changing the
dinucleotide composition (Monoshuffled). Statistical analysis (ANOVA) between the
native mRNA and its randomized sequences, and comparing all mRNAs in the human
transcriptome, found that the native mRNAs were more stable (greater negative fi’ee
energy of folding). We exanuned if clustering of genes associated with the three Gene
Ontology GO Consortium categories molecular fimction, biological process, and cellular
components. We linked the folding fi-ee energies of mRNA secondary structure to their
GO terms. Out of 18, 969 GO terms, we foimd 5 terms were the Z-score was -1.69 or less
resulting in 95% or higher confidence interval. Apoptotic associated GO terms have the
largest accumulative fi-equency of the most negative Z-scores. The human transcriptome
was compared to mouse and arabidopsis. The native mRNAs in these transcriptomes
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were more negative than the Monoshuffled gene set; which suggests that evolution has
selected codons that favor the potential for formation ofmRNA structures that contribute
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Textbook diagrams of the central dogma in biology typically show mRNA as a
straight line. This representation suggests that mRNA structure is simpler and of less
importance than the functioning of the double helix structure in DNA. This
representation supposes that the average secondary structure free energy of folding
should stochastically equal random sequence free energies. Several studies have
demonstrated that mRNA stability and secondary structure is an important factor in
some gene expression systems (Rosenbaum, et.al., 1993; Kushner, 2002). Numerous
mRNA-protein interactions are known to regulate gene expression including pre-
mRNA splicing, polyadenylation, editing, transport, cytoplasmic targeting,
translations and mRNA turnover (Sandberg and Mulroney, 2001). Many
computational analyses ofmRNA secondary structure have focused on 5’ and 3’
untranslated regions (UTRs), excluding the coding region (Shang, et.al., 2004;
Andrew, et.al., 2004). It is widely believed that secondary structure in open reading
frames (ORFs) can interfere with translation (Klionsky, et.al., 1986; Guisez, et.al.,
1993; Schmittgen, et.al., 1994), giving rise to expectations that RNA structure
generally is avoided in coding sequences (CDS). However, very few studies have
addressed this issue (Ganoza and Louis, 1994). FormanymRNAs local secondary
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structure is an important feature of the gene. Many examples of important biological
function involve particular secondary structures such as stem-loops. The classic
example is the trp-operon ofE. coli (Ramesh, 1993). These local structures are a small
part of the overall global free energy of folding for the whole mRNA. The majority of
global free energy of folding arises from the CDS and selection of codons (Seffens
and Digby, 1999). Numerous statistical studies have established that codon
frequencies are not random (Karlin and Brendel, 1993). Many cDNA sequences have
been mapped onto a "DNA-walk" and long-range power law correlations were found
(Peng, et.al., 1992).
A previous examination of 51 randomly selected mRNAs revealed a bias
toward more negative global folding free energies in native sequences, compared to
randomized sequences after controlling for encoded amino acid sequence and codon
usage (Seffens and Digby, 1999). This study was later challenged by another group
(Workman and Krogh, 1999), who reexamined the same set ofmRNAs and found that
dinucleotide composition differences between the native and randomized mRNAs
might explain the observed bias due to nucleotide stacking interactions.
The difference between the paper by Seffens and Digby, and that by Workman
and Krogh is in the method used for creating the control or randomized sequences.
How should mRNA sequences be randomized to approximate a sequence without
evolutionary selection? Seffens and Digby (1999) argued that folding energies were
not correlated to the major CpG dinucleotide frequencies and suggested the bias is
caused by global patterns ofmRNA structure. The imderlying issue is not that
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dinucleotide composition is likely to be a directly selected property ofmRNAs.
Rather dinucleotide compositionmay be affected by selection for folding free energy,
and in any case, is impacted by other, largely nonselective factors such as DNA
mutation and repair processes (Campbell, et.al., 1999). Because calculated RNA
folding free energies depend on dinucleotide composition, it is a factor that must be
controlled for in order to confidently assess whether there is evidence of selection for
or against RNA structure in any set of sequences. We will refer to randomization that
preserves dinucleotide frequencies “Dishuffle” and use the term “Monoshuffle” for
randomization without this control. This contradiction between local dinucleotide
composition (as in Workman and Krogh, 1999), and global codon usage patterns (as in
Seffens and Digby, 1999), was recently addressed by Katz and Burge (2003). They
confirmed a small, but highly significant and widespread bias toward local secondary
structure potential in the CDS ofmany eubacteria. This bias is stronger in
polycistronic genes than in monocistronic genes, and increases toward the 3’ ends of
operons, giving further confirmation that those genes are under selection to conserve
RNA secondary stmcture.
One of the problems associated with identifying the significant differences
between native and randomized folding free energies is to determine which type of
statistical formula is most appropriate. Z-scores have typically been used to assess
statistical significance in RNA structure (Lee and Maizel, 1997). There are various
algorithms for calculating Z-scores based on statistical distribution assumptions. The
Z-score calculations used by Workman and Krogh were not clearly defined. The Z-
score calculated by Katz and Burge used a standard normal distribution. The
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appropriate Z-score equation is vital in determining how far a sample of interest is
from the mean of interest represented by zero. Different Z-score methods are used for
different data sets. However, Z-score is not the appropriate statistical tool to compare
results between genes across a whole data set, because a Z-score does not remove the
variation between mRNAs before comparing folding properties across the whole data
set. A problem associated with determining significant differences ofan experimental
parameter such as folding free energy between mRNAs in a data set is the blocking of
the variation between mRNAs.
The randomized complete block design is a method in which the units (called
experimental units) to which the treatments are applied are subdivided into
homogenous groups called blocks, so that the number of experimental units in a block
is equal to the number (or some multiple of the number) of treatments being studied.
The treatments are then assigned at random to the experimental units within each
block.
There are also experimental design variables known as “nuisance factors.” A
nuisance factor is a experimental design factor, which probably has an effect on the
response, which is ofno real interest. Nuisance factors can be known or unknown
(Daniel, 1999, and Montgomery, 2005). In the research reported here, gene length,
dinucleotide sequence and codon frequencies are examples for known nuisance
factors. Because there are nuisance factors in the treatment groups (native and
randomly shuffled), the calculation used must account for two different criteria. The
Two-Way Analysis ofVariance (ANOVA) becomes the ^propriate calculation to
compare the native folding free energy to its shuffled mean folded free energy. We
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will demonstrate by using a Randomized Complete Block Design and Two-Way
Analysis ofVariance that both the Monoshufile as well as the Dishuffle methods of
randomization show a significant difference between native free energies and their
randomized gene sets. Because it is known that dinucleotide frequency (example CpG
content) has an influence on calculated folding fi-ee energy, Clote et.al. in 2005, Katz
and Burge in 2003, and Workman and Krogh in 1999 conducted studies on mRNA
using the Dishuffle method. Clote’s, Katz’s and Workman’s groups all disputed
Seffens and Digby’s Monoshuffle method for randomly shuffling the mRNA
sequences, stating that the Monoshuffle method did not control for the dinucleotide
frequency resulting in a bias in favor of the native genes. It is true that dinucleotide
fi^equency should be maintained if you are conducting experiments on individual genes
and not on a set of genes. The Clote and Workman groups used gene sets of41-51
genes and determined that there was no significance between native genes and their
random means. However, ifone is conducting a comparative study across a set of
genes, we will show that aminimum ofnumber genes are required using the DiShuffle
method.
To address the need for consistent descriptions ofgene products in different
signal transduction databases the Gene Ontology (GO) collaborators have developed
three structured, controlled vocabularies (ontologies) ofmolecular function,
biological process, and cellular component, to describe attributes ofgene products or
gene product groups. Folding fi'ee energies ofhiunanmRNAs fiom the Reference
Sequence Project (RefSeq) were entered into a SQL Transcriptome Relational
Database (TRD). We linked the folding firee energies of genes to their GO terms, and
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found clusters ofZ-scores associated with the three GO categories. GO categories
can be examined for unusual biases in transcriptome data such as mRNA free
energies, message length, compositional bias, or secondary structure Z-scores. GO
terms associated with apoptosis were found to have the largest accxmiulative
frequency ofnegative Z-scores. Because the human transcriptome was foimd more
stable than expected, further study of transcriptomes of two other species. Mouse and
Arabidopsis, were conducted. We foimd that the mouse and arabidopsis
transcriptomes were also more stable than their randomized gene sequences, similar
to what was found in the human transcriptome.
CHAPTER n
BACKGROUND
Previous Studies and data concerningmRNA folding free energies are
collected below to demonstrate the application and importance ofmRNA secondary
structure prediction
Gene Classification
It has been proposed that genes can be classified according to whether they are
more or less stable in calculated folding free energy as compared to randomized
sequences (Seffens, 1999). mRNA secondary structures that contribute to calculated
folding free energies may be involved in gene regulation mechanisms, intron splicing,
or steady state mRNA levels. Structural elements ofmRNA are known to play
integral roles in mechanisms regulating translation andmRNA stability, which in turn
directly affect translation efficiency and turnover rates ofmessage, and therefore the
amoimt of a specific protein that is synthesized. The regulation ofmRNA turnover is
an essential step in controlling message abundance and therefore gene expression in
cells. Message degradation or stability plays a critical role in cell proliferation or
cellular differentiation, and is crucial in mechanisms that maintain normal biological
fimctions of individual cells and tissues. AberrantmRNA timiover usually leads to
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altered levels ofproteins, which can dramatically modify cellular properties. For
example, oncogene or growth factor over-expression is often associated with abnormal
cell proliferation and malignant transformation. Since message turnover is an
important component of gene regulation, it is not surprising to find that message
stability characteristics of key growth regulatory genes are tightly controlled as a
group.
Oncogene mRNA
The folding Z-score of oncogenes has been found to be unusually large
(Osborne, et.al, 2002). Thirty genes were selected fi-om Genbank that had the
keyword “oncogene” present in their annotation. These genes were folded using
RNAStructure program (Mathews et. al. 2004), to calculate Z-scores that assess
mRNA secondary struchire. The mRNA folding data for the oncogenes was
particularly different from typical genes. Only two genes had a positive Z-score, and
these were very close to zero. The average Z-score for the oncogene set was two
standard deviations more negative than the average over all genes studied in Seffens
and Digby (1999). In addition, some oncogenes possessed Z-scores that were over
seven standard deviation units’ negative, indicating a large enhancement ofmRNA
secondary structures. This suggests that oncogenes may possess more secondary
structure for the purpose ofgene regulation or enhancement ofmRNA levels.
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Yeast SAGE Expression Levels are related to Calculated mRNA Folding Free
Energies
From seventy ninemRNA sequences selected from a yeast SAGE library, the
free energyminimization calculations ofnative mRNA sequences were usuallymore
negative than randomizedmRNA sequences (Seffens, Hud, and Digby, 2002). They
also observed that the mean folding free energy bias is different if this yeast SAGE
data is grouped according to high, average, and low expression-level genes. The high
and low expression groups of the yeast genes showed a significant difference in
folding free energies using a t-Test (Seffens, Hud and Digby, 2002). Thus the
sequence of these yeast genes typically give rise to more stable secondary mRNA
structures in high expression genes than in single-copy genes.
Pattern analysis using GO vocabulary terms and mRNA secondary structure Z-scores
This study will determine ifZ-Scores are clustered by GO category. The Gene
Ontology (GO) Consortiiun was formed to develop shared, structured vocabularies
adequate for the annotation ofmolecular characteristics across organisms (The Gene
Ontology Consortium, 2000). The GO project is developing a database resource that
provides access to annotation and query applications and to specialized data sets
resulting from the use of the vocabularies in the annotation of genes and/or gene
products. The GO project seeks to provide a set of structured vocabularies for specific
biological domains that can be used to describe gene products in any organism. This
work includes building three extensive ontologies to describe molecular function.
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biological process, and cellular components. The GO Consortium provides a
community database resource that supports the use of these ontologies. The GO
approach focuses on the specifics of the biological vocabularies and on the
establishment ofprecise, defined relationships between the terms. The structure of the
ontology permits the implementation of robust query capabilities in MySQL and SQL
file formats (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2001). For example, "DNA replication"
is represented in GO as a part of "DNA metabolism" and as a part of "DNA replication
and cell cycle", which is itself a part of the "cell cycle.” The term is also found as a
part of the "mitotic S phase.” There are, therefore, multiple pathways and terms that
can be used to recover information about gene products that have been annotated to
the molecular fimction "DNA replication.” The GO Consortium ontologies molecular
function, biological process, and cellular component, describe attributes of gene
products or gene product groups. Briefly, molecular fimction describes what a gene
product does at the biochemical level. Biological process describes a broad biological
objective. Cellular component describes the location of a gene product, within cellular
structures and within macromolecular complexes. The Z-scores calculated for the
large number of genes discussed in this project will be correlated to the GO ontologies
and statistical analysis performed by cluster analysis.
Graph Theory
Previous work examined the involvement of a genetic code graph theory symmetry
on codon choice and mRNA secondary structure patterns (Seffens, 1997). Ifeach
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codon in the genetic code is grouped with its reverse-complement codon, as well as
with its corresponding amino acid, the set of twenty amino acids is partitioned into
three subgroups (Seffens, 1997; Seffens, 2002). A three-component graph results by
treating each amino acid as a vertex and drawing edges as connections between pairs
of reverse-complement codons (Figure 1). Previous work has examined the
significance of this partition of the genetic code, and the fact that it can be represented
as a three-component graph (Seffens and Digby, 2000; Seffens, 2002). It has been
shown that the graph theory representation of the genetic code can be correlated to a
bias in the free energy of foldingmRNA sequences (Seffens and Digby, 2000). It was
shown that predicted base pairing within the coding sequences (CDS) of genes is
preferentially “in-frame” with respect to the codons. The first base of each in-frame
codon would pair to the third (or wobble) base of the other codon. This wobble-to-one
(W-1) relationship between codons is what is depicted in the graph representation of
the genetic code (Seffens, 2002). Figure 2 shows the graph of the universal genetic
code as implemented using the Combinatoria package in Mathematica (Skiena, 1990).
The graph is composed of three independent components, resulting in a partition of the
20 amino acids into three different sized sets. The genetic code may be optimized in
part to form stable mRNAs to protect them from degradation (Digby and Seffens,
1999). This may be a relic from the postulated RNA world before DNA became the
repository of genetic information.
Runs in neotide sequences based on the graph theory partition
The genetic code has been shown to be represented by a three-component
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graph (Figures 1 and 2). The composition ofproteins in terms of amino acid
membership in the three subgroups has been measured, and runs ofmembers within
the same subgroup have been analyzed (Seffens, 2002). One can identify proteins
having very long runs or unusual counts of the number of runs in each protein.
Figure 1. Three Conq)onent Graph theory representation of standard genetic code (ID = 1).
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The latter case used a runs-test statistic applied to the number of runs, relative to
the number of runs expected from a random arrangement of the same elements
(Wallis & Roberts, 1956). As compared to randomized versions of the same protein
sequences, the distribution of the runs-test statistic over the native protein sequences
is negatively skewed (Digby, Abebe and Seffens, 2002). The distributions have both
positive and negative extreme runs-statistic values, so that real protein sequences
have both longer and shorter runs than expected. A sampling ofthe sequences
producing runs-statistic
Figure 2. The graph of the universal genetic code as implemented using the Combinatoria package in
Mathematica. The graph is composed of three independent components, resulting in a partition of the
20 amino acids into three different sized sets.
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values in the tails of the histogram yields genes mostly for non-enzyme and viral
genes. The mRNA sequences corresponding to these unusual proteins were in silico
folded and compared to randomized sequences to calculate a Z-score (Curry, Digby,
and Seffens, 2002). Proteins with long runs of amino acids from one family were
coded bymRNAs that had large negative Z-scores. These mRNAs thus possessed
greater potential for forming secondary structures than expected by chance. Proteins
with short runs ofamino acids from one family were coded bymRNAs that had small
positive Z-scores. This suggests a biological relevance for the graph theory partition of
the genetic code and the three families (Serine, Valine, and Leucine) ofamino acids.
Statistical Analysis
The Z-score is the preferred method for analyzing the difference between two
means or a sample and a mean (Montgomery 2005). However, it is common in
biological research to find the use of a Z-score that is not the most accurate for a
particular research design (Seffens and Diggby, 1999, Katz and Burge, 2003,
Workman and Krogh 1999). The aforementioned research groups published on the
significant differences between the native folding free energy and its randomly
shuffled folding free energy of the coding regions ofmRNAs. All used the Z-score
with the standard deviation as the denominator, known as the 'StandardNormal
Distribution ’ (SND). This Z-score is used to compare two samples, and should not be
used to compare a sample to a mean. This is because of the 'Central limit Theorem ’
(Montgomery, 2005). Because most Z-score differences are in the denominator, if the
SND Z-score is used the sample data Z-score will not be as far away from zero. The
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appropriate Z-score to use when comparing a sample to a mean is the ‘Normal
distribution ’ (ND). In experiments where the ND Z-score is 1.64, ifSND Z-score was
used, it would result in a number less than 1.64, say 1.05. Using the SND Z-score will
reduce the level of significant difference between test samples and its mean. It is not
an appropriate method to use to determine the distance a sample is fi-om a mean. Using
the ND Z-score results in a increase in the mrniber of sequences where the native
folding free energy is at lease 1.64 standard deviations away fi-om its randomized
folded fi-ee energy mean.
All of the previous studies used Z-scores to determine significant levels of
differences between native genes and shuffled versions across sets of genes. To
calculate a Z-score from the mean ofZ-scores would be to calculate a statistic firom
statistics resulting in the use ofan inaccurate measure of variance. Variation between
genes gives rise to “nuisance factors.” Nuisance Factor is a design factor which
probably has an effect on the response, but we are not interested in that effect, and can
be known or imknown. Two-way ANOVA method was used to determine if there is
significant difference between the native mRNA and it’s randomized mean (Daniel,
1999, and Montgomery, 2005).
Monoshuffle and Dishuffle randomization method controversy
Seffens and Digby developed the Monoshuffle method to mimic a non-
selectivemutation process for control set generation. The Monoshuffle method is a
process in which the sequence of amRNA is shuffled maintaining mononucleotide
composition but withoutmaintaining dinucleotide fi-equencies. Some investigators
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(Clote et. al., 2005, Katz and Burge, 2003, Workman and Krogh 1999) have stated
that the Seffens’ group created a biaswithin the folding free energies of the
randomized folded gene sequences, because they did not maintain the dinucleotide
frequency. This was argued because the Zucker’s MFOLD program computes the
minimum free energy of a gene based on base pair stacking interactions and hence
dinucleotide frequencies. Control sets ofdinucleotide-constant sequences are
appropriate when you are examining one gene or genes independently. Maintaining
the dinucleotide frequency in a set of randomized sequences does not remove the large
variation between the genes incorporated into each gene through the evolutionary
process. By maintaining the dinucleotide frequency the variations between genes is
maintained. The variation between genes determines theminimum number of genes
required to statically measure the true differences between native mRNAs and
randomized means. Here we show that significance caimot be determined in the
Dishuffied method using small numbers ofhuman genes in a set; however, the




Previous studies (Seffens and Digby, 1999, and Workman and Krogh, 1999)
investigated a dataset of only 50 mRNA sequences. This research is intended to
determine if the results found in the experiments with 50 mRNA sequences are valid
with whole transcriptomes and across species. Expanding the datasets to whole
transcriptomes will help to elucidate secondary structure significance influenced by
mono and dinucleotide compositions in human genes. The relationship between
mRNA basepair-fi’ames andmRNA secondary structure folding firee energies of
human, mouse, and arabidopsis mRNAwill be analyzed.
Conduct comparative study between the global stem-loop and the dinucleotide
composition hypotheses.
A whole transcriptome comparative study is necessary to determine ifdinucleotide
composition bias affects the folding properties ofgenes in a transcriptome. This will
clarify if dinucleotide composition is a selective property ofmRNA or if it is impacted
by largely nonselective factors such as DNA mutation and repair processes. To answer
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these questions statistical techniques will be applied to perform appropriate
multi-factor regression analysis of folding energies and Z-scores with numerous
factors in the database. This will identify factors that have the greatest impact on
Z-scores in the transcriptome.
GO database with structural mRNA criteria to and determine if clustering of
genes associated with the three GO categories (molecular function, biological
process, and cellular components) exist.
The mean Z-score for folding free energywill be calculated for each GO
consortiiun category. Significant differences will be examined between the GO
categories using Z-scores.
Comparative study of the Human. Mouse, and Arabidopsis genomes to determine
ifmRNA secondary structure increases with more complex organisms.
Single-value means of each transcriptome will be calculated as a simple
average ofall transcripts. This computational research effort is ofbiomedical
interest for 1) mappingmRNA folding patterns in human genes, 2) for antisense
gene therapy as it relates to mRNA folding stability blocking oligonucleotide





The analyses in this investigation were carried out on eighteen (18) Intel x86-based
Windows 2000 PC workstations. These were linked together as a Network of
Workstations (NOW). A Dell Power Edge 4600 Intel Xeon Windows 2000 dual
processor server served to control the NOW workstations and was used for file
storage. All statistical analysis was carried out using Microsoft Excel, SPSS statistical
software package, and sequence folding using RNAStructure(v3.71) based on MFold
program (Zuker, M., 1999).
Identification of genomes sets
Transcriptomes were obtained firom the Reference Sequence Project (RefSeq) at
NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/bookres.fcgi/ handbook/ch18dl.pdf).
Several complete transcriptomes are available along with protein and genomic
sequences. Each RefSeq RNA sequence represents a distinct transcript produced fi’om
a particular gene representing a gene model. All gene models based on a particular
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RefSeq RNA are compared, and the best one is selected. Extra models representing
paralogs are included with the mRNA- and EST-based models. Between builds,
RefSeq RNAs are refined based on a review of related gene models and transcript
alignments produced during the genome annotation process. HumanmRNA sequences
were extracted fi-om a reference set called “ma.gbk.gz” obtained from NCBI
(ftp://ftD.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/HsaDiens/RNA /ma.gbk.gz) dated March 10, 2004,
Version: 3. Mouse mRNA sequences were extracted fi'om a reference set called
“ma.gbk.gz” obtained fi'om NCBI (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/ M_musculus
/RNA/ma.gbk.gz) dated March 31, 2003. Arabidopsis mRNA sequences were
extracted from a reference set called plantl.ma.gbff.gz, plant2.ma.gbff.gz obtained
from NCBI (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/refseq/release/plant/ (names of file)) dated May 6,
2004. A program called “SplitRNA.exe” separates each mRNA, giving a total of
27,332 genes for Human, 25,376 genes for Mouse, and 17,983 genes for Arabidopsis
(plant), from the master (Zip) files. The mRNA sequences were split into the
following categories, mRNA with sequence lengths larger than 3,000 bp and have
ambiguities {LgambigI), mRNA that were larger than 100 bp and less than 10,000 bp
in length (Not2Big2), mRNA that were smaller than 100 bp with ambiguities
{Smambig2), mRNA that still contained their introns “Pre-RNA” (special2) and genes
that were larger than 10000 bp {Too big) directories.
mRNA Randomization Procedxire
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The genes from the Not2Big2 directory on the NOW server were split into
directories totaling 1000 genes each. The NOW server is networked to a directory
call “Folding” on each of the eighteen workstations. From the server, each directory
containing 1000 mRNA sequences was loaded onto each workstation folding
directory. All mRNA sequences were shuffled using two methods.
1. Monoshuffle Program- Preserves the same mononucleotide composition
and length as native mRNA. These sequences have the same number ofA, C,
G, and Ts.
2. Dishuffle Program- Similar to Monoshuffle except it additionally
preserves the dinucleotide compositions. These sequences have the same
number ofAA, AC, AG, AT, CA .. .etc compositions.
Each gene was shuffled ten times by the “Monoshuffle” and the “Dishuffle” programs.
Once the mRNA sequences were shuffled, the shuffling program created a
“$$file$$.bat” file. The $$file$$.bat file is used to execute RNAStructure for folding.
This bat file is started on each of the NOW workstations after the shuffling program
has shuffled all of the genes in the local Folding directory. A program named
“Rgather” collects the results and calculates statistical data for each mRNA (Table 1),
from RNAStructure program output. The data output file (*.1LM) from the Rgather
program is in simple “txt” format. This was loaded into Microsoft Excel Program and
formatted as a comma delimited (CSV) file. All the statistical information was
imported into a Microsoft SQL Sever 2000 relational database.
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Transcriotosome Relational Database
Data from the CSV file was imported into SQL database as tables. Primary
keys from assession numbers and Relationships were established turning these tables
into a “Relational Database” (RDB). RDBs provide a centralized storage area for data
and provides services to manage shared, concurrent access to data. Microsoft SQL
Enterprise Manager (EM) and Query Analyzer (QA) version 8.0 programs were used
to create a Transcriptome Relational Database (TRD). The Enterprise Manager
program was used to create and format most tables. The Query Analyzer program was
used for updating, editing, and some creation of tables using SQL language. The TRD
consists of three databases. Human, Mouse, and Arabidopsis, each populated in a
three-step process: 1) Transcriptosome Analysis (TA) tables were populated using the
data collected from the shuffling and folding ofRefSeq mRNA .CSV files collected
by Rgather; 2) Gene MicroArray Pathway Profiler Finder (MAPPFinder) tables from
University ofCalifornia at San Francisco (Updated April 4,2003) were used to relate
the TA tables to the GO tables; 3) Gene Ontology (GO) consortiiun tables were
created using data extracted from http://www.geneontology.org, which is the Open
Biological Ontologies (OBO) home page.
Transcriptome Analysis Tables
In the human, mouse and plant databases, 5 tables were developed to analyze
the folding free energies and composition results. The humanAlldigather table stores
the data generated fix)m preserving the dinucleotide composition for the shuffled
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mRNA sequences. Allmonogather table stores data resulting from the Rshuffle
program without preserving dinucleotide composition. Both of the tables are linked
through the RefSeqName as the primary key. ID_Cross2 table connects the GenBank
accession number to the RefSeqName. The GenBank name is linked to the GO_ID
from all three GeneOntology Consortium Databases in the GenBankjGeneOntology
table. GeneOntology_ Relationship table connects the GO_ID from the
GenBankjGeneOntology table to the GO_Terms, Ontology, Parent, and their
relationship in the three ontologies hierarchy (Figure 3).The Alldigather and the
Allmonogather tables have the same columns. “Base Comp A, C, G, and T” are the
number ofeach nucleotide foimd in anmRNA sequence. “Native Dinucleotide Comp
AA through TT” is the total number of each dinucleotide pair within anmRNA
sequence. The “Random Dinucleotide Comp” is the same as the native except using
the shuffledmRNAs. The “Native Codon Frame W-W, W-1, W-2” counts the number
ofbase pairs in each of the three possible frames in continuous groups of three. The
“Shuffled Codon Frame WW, Wl, W2” counts the munber ofbase pairs in each of the
three possible frames in groups of at least three for the shuffled sequences. The
“Longest Native” and “Shuffled Runs” is the longest length ofcontinuous base pairs
in any one frame (W-W, W-1, and W-2). This could potentially represent a secondary
structure stem in the mRNA. The “Native and Shuffled Base Frames’ W-1, W-2, and
W-W” are counts of individual base pairs by frame in the native and average shuffled
mRNA. “CodonofBFamily” are the grouping of each codon in the genetic code with its
reverse-complement codon (in-frame W-1) “Codonof7Family” are the families formed
by the paring ofout-of-frame codons W-W. W-2 does not form a partition because all
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codons are connected to each other to form one family. W-W codon pairing can be
evaluated with the two reverse-complement codons. The out of frame codon connects
to two reverse complement codons, as well as, with their corresponding amino acids.
The set of twenty amino acids then partition into seven subgroups Ala, Tyr, Met, Pro,
Thr, His, Arg. June04RefSeqName table was created from the RefSeq imzipped files
from NCBI ID Cross table and contains a listing of all the RefSeq accession numbers,
gene identification numbers (GID), and up to six listed GenBank accession numbers
for each gene ID_Cross table. This bridges relations between different international
GO database’s, mRNA and protein accession numbers. It consists of the RefSeq
name, RefSeq version. Gene ID, and GenBank names 1 thru 6. The Mouse and the
Arabidopsis databases are setup with the same tables and relationships as the human
database.
Importing Gene MicroArrav Pathway Profiler Finder (MAPPFinderl tables
The MAPPFinder table is in Microsoft Access database format.
MAPPFinder’s GenBank-GeneOntology table was exported from Access as a .txt file
and imported into the TRD database. This table consisted of two column headings; 1)
for the GenBank accession number {GenBank ID), and 2) the GO_ID number, which
links the GenBank mRNA accession number {GeneJD) to the GO terms (Figure 4).




Figure 3. Human relational tables with arrows indicate which tables are related..
Importing Gene Ontology (GO) consortium tables
This consists of one table, GO terms and id downloaded from
http://www.Geneontologv.org /index.shtml#downloads version 1.127 dated
08/20/2004. This table links the GO ID from the GenBank-GeneOntology table to the
GO term and Ontology. It consists of 17,726 Go terms and IDs.
Primary keys and Relationships
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Primary keys and Relationships were created between tables turning these
tables into a “Relational Database” (RD). Figure 3 shows how the table relationships
were formed. These table relationships all cross each type of shuffled gene
(Monoshuffle and Dishuffle) with GO terms and IDs. Database editing inyolyed
loading .CSV data files into the database then remoyal ofduplicated entries and
identification ofmissing genes. To remoye all duplications, SQL script was written
using the Query Analyzer program. This SQL script created temporary tables,
indexes, and duplication entries remoyed fi'om tables. First, duplicated tables
(TEMP_VS_IDDUPS) were created to assign an ID to all rows, and each column name
was indexed to speed up the table querying process. A second table
{TEMP_VS_DUPSUK) was created to copy one row ofdata firom the
TEMP VSJDDUPS table for each row duplicated and indexed. The original table is
deleted of all rows that match the TEMP_VS_IDDUPS table. Next, inserted into the
original table are the rows fi'om the TEMP_VS_IDDUPS table that match the rows
firom the TEMP VS DUPSUK table. All duplicated genes that were remoyed firom
the original file were transferred to aDUP_(name oforiginal table) table. The
TEMP_VS_DUPSUK and TEMP_VSJDDUPS tables were deleted as well as all
indexes.
Determination ofGO database cluster criteria
Out of the 6,221 hiunan dishuffled folded genes, 5,953 genes linked their
RefSeq name to their GenBank accession number allowing for cross reference of the
folding fi'ee energies and Z-scores by GenBank Accession number (Figure 4). The
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Digather Genbankname table was combined with GenbankJJeneOntology table to
create the Digather_GO_ID table. This table links the folding results of the
RNAStructure program to the GO consortium accession numbers (GO_ID) (Figure 5).
This process links each of5,953 genes to 20,066 GOJDs from all three GO
ontologies. The 20,066 GOJDs from all three GO ontologies was linked to 23,976
GO Terms, Parent relations, and Ontology classifications creating the
Digather GO_A112 table (Figure 6). A temporary table Temp Digather GO_A VG was
created to average the native and random folding free energy, and Z-Score from all the
genes into their ontology categories. Also the munber of genes in each ontology
category was added to this table. A full description of this table can be seen in Figure
7. Because there are three ontologies and a hierarchy within each ontology, a gene’s
GOJD can be linked to several GOJTERMS. A table was created to determine how
many GO_IDs appear without duplication. Out of 18,969 GOJDs, 2,192 GOJDs
were matched to the gene Z-score and folding free energy of the random and native
genes. The final table adds GO_ TERMS, Parent, Ontology classification, and the
relationship from the GeneOntology Relationships table to the
Temp Digather GO_A VG table. This table was used determine clustering ofGO
categories (Figure 8).
Create Table Digather_Genbankname2
[GenBankName Varchar (50),RefSeqNaxne Varchar (50),NatFreeEnergy Smallmoney, RanFreeEnergy
3mallnioney,Z_Score smallmoney.Tracking int IDENTITT (1,1) NOT NULL);




where ID_Cross2.RefSeqName = AUdigather.RefSeqNameD
3rder BY RefSeqNameD
Figure 4. Digather_Genbankname2, SQL script used to create the table which links the RefSeq name to
the GenBank accession number.
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Create Table Digatfaer GO ID
[GO_ID char (SO),RefSeqName Varchar (50),NatFreeEnergy Smallmoney, RanFreeEnergy
Smallmoney,
Z_Score smallmoney);




Where GenbankGeneOntology.GenBank = DigatherGenbankname.Genbankname;
Vigure 5. Uigather_GU_lL), StjE scnpt used to create the table which links the Gentiank accession
number to the Gene Ontology consortium accession numbers (GO_ID).
Create Table Digather_GO_ALL2
[GO_ID char (50),GO_Tearm text,Ontology char (10),RefSeqName Varchar (50),NatFreeEnergy
smallmoney, RanFreeEnergy Smallmoney,Z Score smallmoney,Parent char (SO),Relationship char
[50),











Figure 6. Digather_GO_ALL2, SQL script used to create the table which links the Gene Ontology
consortium accession numbers {GO_ID) to the GOJTerm and Parent.
The process from downloading GenBank master file to the querying of the GO
tables can be seen in Figure 9. The 6,221 human mRNAs evaluated using the
Dishuffle method were clustered into 1,136 GO categories out of 18,969 GO
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categories. Removal ofduplication from Parent categories yielded 663 Parent GO
categories. 440 Parent categories had a Z- score < -2 or >2. From the 440 Parent
categories 157 categories had more than 3 genes in each category.
Statistical definition for Zone ofAcceptance (Z-score)
To test individual samples or in this case genes, the statistical hypothesis is:
Ho: X=p (No Difference)
Where X = The folding free energy levels of the native gene
p = The mean folding energy levels of the ten random
Create Table Teitp_Digather_GO_AVG
(GO_ID char (50),Nuniber_Of_Genes char (10),AVG_NatFreeEnergy Smallmoney,
AVG_RanFreeEnergy Smallmoney,AVG_Z_Score smallmoney,);




Select GO_ID,count (GO_ID) as numberofGenes,
AVG(Z_Score)as AVG_Z_Score,
AVG (NatFreeEnergy) as AVG_NatFreeEnergy,
AVG (RanFreeEnergy) as AVG RanFreeEnergy
From dbo.Digather_GO_ALL
Group by GO_ID;
Figure 7. Tenq)_Digather_GO_AVG, SQL script used to develop a table that list each GO category and
averages the Z_Score, native and Random free energies of genes in each category.
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Create Table Digather_GO_AVG_ALL
[GO_ID char (50),Number_Of_Genes char (10),Ontology char(10),GO_Teann text,AVG_Z_Score
aTiallmoney,AVG_NatFreeEnergy Smallmoney, AVG_RanFreeEnergy Smallmoney,Parent char (50),
[Relationship char (50));





Where Geneontology_Relationships.GO_ID = Temp_Digather_GO_Avg.GO_ID
Order BY Number Of Genes DESC,AVG_NatFreeEnergy;
Figure 8. Digather_GO_AVG_ALL, SQL script used to create the final table that links the average
mRNA folding free energies and Z-score to the GO categories.
The Test Statistic is Z= (X-ji)/o
To test how far the native folding fiee energy is from the mean:
Ho: jxn = i^R(No Difference)
Ha: fiNF^MR
The null hypothesis is that there is no difference between the native and random
folding free energy.
Normal distribution:Z* = UN-y
o / Vn
Where y = Mean of the 10 random folding free energies
Pn = Native folded free energy
o = Standard deviation of the average randomized folded free energy
Vn = Square root of the total number ofgenes
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Statistical definition for Two-Way Analysis ofVariance (ANOVA) Test (D.
Montgomery. 2005).
Ho: Nh = Rm (No Difference)
Where Nh = the proportion of folding free energy levels of the native genes
Rm = the proportion of the folding energy levels of the random
The following steps were used to determine if the null hypothesis will be
rejected using the randomized complete design:
1. SST=i, 1 y^ij _yL




4. SSe~ SSt ■ SSTreatment ■ SSbIocIc
5. F= MSTreatment
MSError
Where: a = the experimental group
b = the number of genes in a group
C = (total number of genes) x (total number of samples per group per gene)
N = sum of the native and randomized free energy
y^i, = + w where yn = Sum ofnative free energy squared
yr = Sum of random free energy squared
y\^ = Each observation squared



























Figure 9. Processing RNA Sequences, arrow direction indicates direction ofprocessing of data.
6. Find the critical value for the F distribution with (m-1) and m(n-l)
degrees of freedom.
7. If the critical value is greater than the F statistic accept the null




We set out to examine the statistical difference between secondary structure
free energies of the native and raidomized mRNA sequences. The data for the human
genes was expanded from 50 Monoshuffled mRNAs (Seffens and Digby, 1999 and
Workman and Krogh 1999) to 6551 mRNA for the Monoshuffledmethod and 6221
mRNA for the Dishuffled method. Also Monoshuffled data sets were developed
consisting of 16,148 mRNAs for Arabidopsis and 11,967 mRNA for Mouse databases
(Table 1).
Table 1: Transcriptome Number and Percentage Increase
Transcriptosome










Arabidopsis 503% 16,148 2,676 5
Mouse 119,570% 11,967 0 10
Human Subset 253% 6,551 1,855 10
Human Full Set 18,228 1,855 10
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The human transcriptosome was analyzed as a subset of 6551 sequences, or as a
complete set of 18,228 genes (full set).
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Comparative study between the mononucleotide and the dinucleotide composition
control sets
The native folding free energies for 6551 human genes was plotted in a
histogram that shows a skew toward more negative free energies. The folding free
energy mean is -578.661 kcal/mole and the median is -563 kcal/mole (Figure 10). The
Z-score has been used for determining if there is a significant difference between a
sample and its mean or a mean and another mean. Which Z-score equation used can
alter the significance of an experiment. The Z-score used in previous publications by
Workman and Krogh, Katz and Burge, and Seffens and Digby, was the standard
normal distribution (SND) Z-score, which is a special
Figure 10: Native folding free energies of 6557 mRNA.
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case approximation of the normal distribution (ND) Z*-score. The SND Z-score can
be used in cases when n is a sequence of independent identically distributed random
samples. As n increases to qo, a normal distribution is observed and p = 0 and = 1.
Depending on the experimental design this approximation is good for small n (n < 10)
however, this is only an approximation of the normal distribution (Montgomery 2005).
Because we are comparing a single mean to a specific free energy the ND Z*-score
can be used. Both Z-scores can be used to determine how far the native folding free
energy is from the mean of the large niunber of randomly shuffled sequence folding
free energies.
Monoshuffle (Native Vs Random Mean)
In comparing the global stem-loop {Monoshuffle) native folding free energy
(MNFFE) with its randomized folding free energy (MRFFE) from 6331 human genes,
Z-scores and Z*-scores were calculated. The native folded energy was -578.66
kcal/mole while the average randomized sequence free energy was -559.46
kcal/mole. The average gene length for the gene set was 1782 base pairs long. The
average 5’ xmtranslated region was 165 base pairs, the 3’ untranslated region was 740
base pairs in length, and the coding region (CDS) was 1043. The average SND Z-
score was -1.698 and Z*-score was -5.478. The calculated Monoshuflle native free
energies of6551 human genes was plotted as a function of sequence length to show
that the length of anmRNA affects folding free energy. The folding free energy was
plotted on the y-axis and the gene length plotted on the x-axis (Figure 11). The
correlation coefficient = 0.7359 indicates that gene length contributes more than
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74% of the variation in total folding free energy of each gene. The rest of the
variation must be due to the actual sequence in the mRNA. Note that the cutoffat
3000bp in this figure was due to program restrictions limitingmRNA sequence
lengths. Calculated Z-scores were plotted as a fimction of sequence length to
determine if the length cut offwill affect calculated Z-scores for a whole
transcriptome. Z-scores were plotted on the y-axis and the gene length plotted on the
x-axis (Figure 12). The regression line shows a very small increase in Z-score for
increasing sequence length. Each additional base adds a value of -0.0005 to the
average mRNA Z-score. For an average human gene of 1782 base pairs, the
regression equation gives -1.776 for a Z-score. This value is very close to the SND
mean of-1.698. The negative y-intercept suggests that Z-scores are biased towards
more negative values. The R^ = 0.0173 indicates that gene length contributes less than
2 % of the variation in Z-scores. The cutoff at 3000 bp due to limitations in
RNAStructure should not effect conclusions based on the Z-score.
For 5214 out of 6551 genes (80%), the native folding free energy was more
negative (more stable) than the random gene set. There were a total of 2673 genes out
of6551 (42%) that had a SND Z-score greater than 1.64 or less than -1.64, which
means 42% ofnative mRNA’s have a 95% significant difference from their
randomized means. There were a total of 5181 genes out of6551 that had a ND Z*-
score greater than 1.64 or less than -1.64 (79%). The gene with the most negative Z-
score was olfactomedin 4(-30.89) and the most positive Z-score was cellular retinoic
acid bindingprotein i('+5.23). The twenty most negative genes are listed in Table 2.
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Several of these unusual genes were checked for errors in calculations. Extremes


















Figure 11. Gene length compared to native folding free energy, mRNA folding free energy dependence
on sequence length. Data points are the calculated free energy values of the Monoshuffled 6551 mRNA
sequences.
In Figure 13 a histogram of the Z-score for the Monoshuffled mRNA has a clear skew
to the negative side. The SND mean is -1.698 and a median of -1.41. The ND mean is
-5.478 and a median of -4.547 (Figure 13). This gives a strong indication that the
native genes are more negative than the random set across the whole transcriptome.
This is supported because the mean Z-score using both methods are less than -1.64.
The value 1.64 means the native genes as a whole are greater than 95% certain to be





















































Figure 12. Gene length compared to Monoshuffle Z-scores, mRNA Z-Score dependence on
sequence length. Data points are calculated Z-score values from 6551 Monoshuffled mRNA
sequences.
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Table 2. Most negative mRNA using Monoshuflfle Method
ReiSeqName
GenBank
Name Gene Name Native Random Z Score
NM 006418 BC047740 olfactomedin 4 -1106.8 -676.44 -30.89
NM 0031S8 D84212 serine/threonine kinase 6 -761.4 -534.88 -21.6807
NM 017932 A1C000707 hypothetical protein FU20700 (FU20700), -883.1 -654.28 -19.5539
NM 017638 AK000052
mediator ofRNA polymerase 11 transcription,
subunit 18 honxiloK (yeast) (MED18 -842 -579.37 -19.3139
NM 005416 AF077374 strati proline-rich protein 3 (SPRR3 -334.7 -231.74 -19.1625
NM 021220 BC006148 zinc ftnKer protein 339 (ZNF339) -912.6 -775.99 -17.4962
NM 016097 AF164798
immediate early response 3 interacting protein 1
(1ER3IP1) -516.4 -360.67 -16.7056
NM 000367 S62904 Thiopurine S-methyltransferase (TPMT) -887.1 -668.35 -15.4615
NM 005322 X83509 Histone l.Hlb(HISTlHlB), -300.6 -236.46 -14.7313
NM 022101 AK026618 hypothetical protein FU22965 (FU22965), -609.8 -443.58 -14.4577
NM 000396 BC016058 Cathepsin 1C (pycnodysostosis) (CTSK) -587.8 -447.37 -14.446
NM 005340 BC007090
histidine triad nucleotide binding protein 1
(HINTl) -260.4 -171.81 -14.3885
NM 001405 U92896 Ephrin-A2 (EFNA2), -658.4 -497.68 -14.2875
NM 032721 AF385433
T-cell activation NFKB-like protein (TA-
NFKBH) -660.1 -554.62 -13.9468
NM 003327 S76792,
tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamity,
member 4 (TNFRSF4) -748.5 -568.86 -13.6081
NM 006333 BC005235 nuclear DNA-binding protein (ClD), -280.5 -236.92 -13.5933
NM 002698 X13810
POU domain, class 2, transcription factor 2
(POU2F2) -788.9 -643.94 -13.1854
NM 017964 AK055663
solute carrio' family 30 (zinc transporter), methber
6 (S1jC30A6), -387.2 -306.39 -13.1677
NM 004561 BC059408 Ovo-like 1 (Drosophila) (OVOLl), -695.1 -642.19 -12.6066













Figure 13. Histogram of the human Monoshuffled Z-score data set, with a clear skew to the more
negative side of zero.
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Dishuffle (Native Vs Random Mean)
A total of 6221 human genes were used to compare the dinucleotide constant
composition (DiShufifle) native folding free energy with its randomized folding free
energies. Note that this is a slightly smaller set than the Monoshuffle set (6331) due to
elimination of some genes that had errors in batch file processing. The native folded
free energy was -577.86 kcal/mole for this set and the average randomized energy was
-572.64 kcal/mole. The average gene length was 1783, and the average CDS was 1057
long. These values are very close to the averages seen for the Mononucleotide set.
The average Z-score was lower than the mononucleotide set at -0.484 and Z*-score
was -1.514 (Table 3). For a total of3734 out of 6221 genes (60%), the free energy for
the native genes were more negative (more stable) than their randomized gene set.
There was a total of 1542 genes out of 6221 that had a SND Z-score greater than 1.96
or less than -1.96. There was a total of4069 genes out of 6221 that had a ND Z*-
score greater than




Length 5'UTR 3'UTR CDS Z -Score Z*-Score Native Random
6221 1783 170 722 1057 -0.484 -1.51364 577.86 -572.64
1.96 or less than -1.96. The gene with the most negative dinucleotide Z-score was
Olfactomedin 4 (-52.92) and the most positive Z-score was WD repeat domain 54
(+5.437). Twenty ofthe most negative Z-score genes are listed in Table 4. Many of
the genes in this table are also included in Table 14 for the Monoshuffled set. For
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these genes in common between Tables 14 and 4, there is no trend for one set to be
more negative over
Table 4. Most negative mRNA using Dishuffle method
RefSeqName
GenBank
Same Gene Name Native Random ZScore
NM 006418 AF09702I OliactoRiedin 4 (OLFM4) -1106.8 -707.88 -52.9282
NM_017638 AK000052 Mediator ofRNA polymerase II transcription,
subunit
18 homoloK (yeast) (MED18), -842 -592.56 -27.1692
NM 018962 AB037158 Oown syndrome critical reftion gene 6 (OSCR6) -930.7 -713.78 -27.1184
NM 017932 AK000707 Hypothetical protein FLJ20700 -883.1 -647.42 -18.8288
NM 003158 084212 ierine/threonine kinase 6 (STK6) -761.4 -568.82 -18.6554
NM 001405 U92896 EpWn-A2 (EFNA2), -658.4 -501.75 -17.6428
NMJ0O2794 026599 hroteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, beta
ype,2
(PSMB2), -742.9 -567.99 -17.5033
NM 022101 kK026618 Homo sapiens cDNA: FLJ2296S fis -609.8 -436.99 -15.9213
NM 032203 AL834153 GTF2I repeat domain containing 2 (GTF2IRD2), -659.3 -5052 -15.8539
NM 032177 AK023255
Likely ortholog ofmouse phosphotylated adaptor ibi
RNAexp<Ml(PHAX), -974.5 -762.63 -14.7892
NM 005340 BC007090 Histidine triad nucleotide binding protein 1 (HINTl) -260.4 -180.57 -14.0397
NM 003327 S76792
Tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily, member
t (TNFRSF4) -748.5 -600.87 -13.8724
NM 016097 AF164798
Itranediate early response 3 interacting protein 1
IER31P1) -516.4 -360.69 -13.6516
NM 017959 AIC000809 Homo sapiens cDNA FIJ20802 Es -547.2 -459.28 -13.0233
NM 017715 A1C000223 Zinc finger protein 3 (A8-51) (ZNF3), -618.1 -487.01 -12.3286
NM 000367 S62904 Thiopurine S-methyitransferase (TPMT), -887.1 -697.18 -12.073
NM 133279 U56236
Fc fragment of IgA, receptor for (FCAR), transcript
variant 9 -661.4 -547.5 -12.011
NM 022335 AFl19904 Homo sapiens PR02849 mRNA, complete cds. -396.3 -261.631 -11.015
NM 003540 M60749 Histone 1, H4f (HIST1H4F), -455.1 -389.59 -10.7305
NM_017964 AK055663 Solute carrier family 30 (zbic transporter), member 6
(SLC30A6), -387.2 -285.44 -10.3625
NM 016018 CD557358
l*HD finger protein 20-like 1 (PHF20LI), transcript
vsuiant 1 -584.8 -436.33 -10.087
NM 003082 BC014984
Small nuclear RNA activating complex, polypeptide
I,43kDa, mRNA -667.9 -559.04 -10.0387
NM 024798 AK024014 Sotting nexin 22 (SNX22), mRNA. -733.4 -574.22 -10.0057
the other. A random sampling ofZ-scores between Monoshuffle and Dishuffle sets
shows a trend for Monoshuffle values to be more negative. A histogram of the Z-
scores for the Dishuffled mRNA subset has a clear skew to the negative side (Figure
14). The SND Z-score mean is-0.484 with a median of-0.326. TheNDZ-score
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Figure 14. A histogram of the Z-score of the Dishuffle data set, skewed to the more negative side of
zero.
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the native genes are more negative than the random set across the whole
transcriptome. The mean Z-scores using both randomization methods are less than -
1.5, indicating that the native genes are more negative than randomized gene
sequences at a confidence level of 68.3%. To substantiate these conclusions requires
deeper statistical treatment considered below. A plot ofDiShuffle Z-scores with gene
length (Figure 15) shows even less bias than for the Monoshuffie case (Figure 12).
This indicates that neglecting genes larger than 3000 base pairs should not influence
any conclusions derived from Z-scores.
Figure 15. Scatterplot of the human Dishuffle Z-score, mRNA folding free energy dependence on
sequence length. Data points are calculated free energy values of the Monoshuffled 6225 mRNA
sequences.
Monoshuffled vs. Dishuffled
Workman and Krogh calculated a Z-score comparing one of the randomized
free energies to the mean of ten other randomized free energies of the same gene. The
fraction of their average random Z-score values that were lower than the average Z-
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score of the native sequence was what they called a “/?- value." Because they
generated a Z-score from subsets ofZ-scores to determine a randomized average Z-
score, the variances used in the final Z-score are not true sample variances. Their
value was generated by taking the Z-scores of the gene sets and not the Z-score of the
free energies of the gene set. This type of computation results in computing statistics
of statistics. It is not the appropriate statistic to determine a p-value. Katz and Burge
used the t-test to determine the p-value of their gene sets. They concluded there was
no significant difference between the native and Dishuffle random gene sets. The t-test
though does not account for the differences among the genes. Wewill show that the
analysis of variance (ANOVA) testwithout blocking is also not robust enough to
determine a significant difference between native genes from its Dishuffle mean
random set.
Analysis ofvariance (ANOVA) without blocking
The Analysis ofVariance (ANOVA) without blocking (also called One-Way
ANOVA) was conducted on 6551 human mRNAs shuffled using the dinucleotide
composition (Dishuffle) program to determine the significance between the native
folding free energy (DNFFE) and it’s randomized folding free energy (DRFFE). The
results in Table 5 indicate there is no significant difference between the native and the
randomly shuffled mRNAs (P = 0.216) across the whole transcriptome subset. This
result is not unexpected since this method also does not control for the difference
between genes.
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Two-Way Analysis ofVariance (ANOVA) forDishuffle Set
In previous publications from this lab, as well as, from Clote et.al. in
2005, Katz and Burge in 2003, and Workman and Krogh in 1999, all used
mathematical calculation methods that did not account for the variation
between genes. One-Way ANOVA also does not account for the variations
between genes. Two-Way ANOVA uses a blocking method to eliminate the
variability transmitted from gene differences in which we are not directly
interested.
Table 5. One-Way ANOVA without blocking, indicated a significant
between group difference: P-value > 0.05
Source of
Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between
Groups 87246.36 1 87246.36 1.5273 0.216542 3.842246
Within
Groups 6.83E+08 11956 57124.57
Totai 6.83E+08 11957
This method was conducted on a gene set of6220 mRNAs shuffled using the
Dishuffle folding method (Table 6). The experimental design has m-1 = 1 (numerator)
and m (n-1) = 6220 (denominator) degrees of freedom. Using a = 0.01, the critical
value ofF is F o.oi, i,« = 6.63 (Montgomery, 2005). Because 433.4588 > 6.63 we
reject the null hypothesis and state that the native folding free energy has a greater
than 99% chance to be different than its randomized gene set. These results indicate
there is a highly significant difference between the native and the dishuffled mRNA
means across the whole transcriptome subset (P <0.01) as seen in Table 6.
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Table 6. ^ 'wo WayANOVA Dishuffle Method
Source of
Variation SS d/ MS F P-value F crit
Ireatments 724563823.5 6220 116489.3607 593.9141 0 1.042598
Genes 85017.92421 1 85017.92421 433.4588 0 3.842956
Error 1219980.896 6220 196.1384078
Total 725868822.3 12441
The Two-Way ANOVA test was conducted on 6332 mRNAs shuffled using the
Monoshuffled foldingmethod (Table 7). The experimental design has m-1 =
l(numerator) and m(n-l) = 6555 (denominator) degrees of freedom. Using a = 0.01,
the critical value ofFis Fo.oi. i,® = 6.63. Becaiise 3714.64 > 6.63 we reject the null
hypothesis, and conclude that the native folding free energy has a greater than 99%
chance to be different than its randomized gene set. These results indicate there is a
highly significant difference between the native and the randomly shuffled mRNA (P
<0.01) across the whole transcriptome using the Dishuffle as well as Monoshuffle
methods.
Table 7. Two Way AN c>o VIonoshuffle Method
Source ofVariation SS df MS F P-value Fcrit
Treatment 7.6E+08 6555 115955.5 356.7432 0 1.041472
Genes 1207403 1 1207403 3714.64 0 3.842871
Error 2130631 6555 325.0391
Total 7.63E-H)8 13111
In previous studies conducted to examine native RNA stability as compared to
randomized sequences by Clote et.al. in 2005, and Workman and Krogh in 1999,
researchers used gene sets between 41 to 51 genes. This is too small of a set to base
conclusions for whole transcriptomes of20 - 50,0000 genes. Hence we examined the
influence of subset size on statistical significance. Gene subsets of 10,50,100,149,
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150,151,200,250,300, 500, 6221 were examined using the Two-Way ANOVA
method (Table 8).
These results show that the mathematical method used by Clote et.al. in 2005,
Katz and Burge in 2003, and Workman and Krogh in 1999, to determine if there is a
difference between the native and randomized sequences, did not account for
differences between genes, and the gene sets used were to small to infer conclusions
about whole transcriptomes. Our data and statistical treatment show that the human
transcriptome is more stable than compared to randomized sequences.
Table 8. Gene Set Compared Us
Mel
ing Two-Way ANOVA Dishuffle
thod
Number of
Genes SS MS F P-value F crit
10 52.1444 52.1444 0.180566 0.679885 4.964591
50 239.9974 239.9974 1.663403 0.203078 4.03432
100 172.2632 172.2632 1.455108 0.230556 3.936151
149 912.8 912.8 3.899913 0.050149 3.905058
150 947.0344 947.0344 4.069812 0.045452 3.904631
151 951.8793 951.8793 4.118076 0.044196 3.904205
200 2396.52 2396.52 10.57896 0.001343 3.888374
250 2436.901 2436.901 12.1614 0.000576 3.878924
300 3133.405 3133.405 15.19165 0.000120 3.872643
500 6793.867 6793.867 40.12307 5.32E-10 3.860123
6221 85017.92 85017.92 433.4588 4.05E-93 3.842956
Clustering ofmRNA Gene Ontology Consortium databases
The 6,221 mRNAs evaluated using the Dishuffle method were distributed into
1136 GO categories in the TRD. Because eachmRNA can be associated with several
Go categories, clustering was examined by the “Paren/” GO ID category. The Parent
category is the category to which genes are grouped. This returned 663 GO
categories. All categories that had a Z-score < 2 or > -2 were selected yielding 515
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interesting categories. Of the 515 GO categories, 157 had three ormore genes in
each category to allow statistical treatment for comparison. Twenty-three categories
with the most negative Z-scores are listed in Table 9. Most of these are from genes
associated with ^optosis, necroses orDNA repair. The most negative GO category
was composed of genes associatedwith capase-8 production (transcript variant A, B,
and C). Caspase 2,3,10 from the Caspase frinctional family are also among the most
negative Z-score genes. Caspase family genes are marker enzymes for apoptosis
(Schimmer, A., 2004, Matarrese, P. et. al., 2005).
N-Methyltransferase the second most negative GO category, is amarker for
stomach cancer carcinogenesis and is known to play a role in cell maintenance and
repair (Jang et. al. 2004, Williams, et. al., 2005). B-cell proliferation is also in the top
ten most negative folding free energy categories. The genes that are associated with
this category are from the cytokine signaling pathway, including IL2,4, and 10 which
are associated with necrosis. The nine most positive Z-score categories are listed in
Table 10. These tend to be typical housekeeping genes.
Cross Species Comparative Study
The results for the study of the human transcriptome are statistically significant
and resolve a conflict in the scientific literature. With other species transcriptomes
that are currently available we can determine if these results apply to transcriptomes in
general. In the cross species comparative study between the human, mouse, and
Arabidopsis (Plant) transcriptomes, it was found that the human transcriptome has a
greater proportion of stable mRNAs than mouse, and that mouse has more stable
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mRNAs than the plant. Out of 6551 humanmRNAs, 80% (5, 214 genes) of the
native free energies were more negative than their randomized sets. The mouse
transcriptome comprised 1 l,967genes, and 56% (6,731 genes) of those genes were
more negative than their randomized genes. In the plant transcriptome 55% (8,797
genes) of 16,148 genes, native free energy was more negative than their randomized
mRNA.
The percentage in the far right column represents the percentage ofnative
genes whose negative folding free energy is less than its randomized folding free
energy. This suggests that increasing complex organisms have transcriptomes with
more excess secondary structure. This is perhaps needed formore complex gene
regulatory mechanisms in higher organisms.
Table 9. Gene Ontology categories with the most extreme negative Z-scores
GO-ID Genes GO Terminology Average Z-score
00:0004205 3 caspase-8 -7.5053
00:0008168 3 Methyltransferase -5.6441
00:0042100 3 B-cell proliferation -5.3288
00:0006694 4 steroid biosynthesis -5.078
00:0006098 3 pentose-phosphate shunt -5.0488
00:0008234 6 cysteine-type peptidase -4.807
00:0004199 8 Caspase -4.1749
00:0000158 4 protein phosphatase type 2A -3.9102
00:0030183 6 B-cell differentiation -3.803
00:0006754 4 ATP biosynthesis -3.7443
00:0005764 4 Lysosome -3.74
00:0004791 3 thioredoxin reductase (NADPH) -3.6098
00:0004928 3 frizzled receptor -3.5471
00:0030154 7 cell differentiation -3.5143
00:0016564 3 transcriptional repressor -3.4035
00:0016481 3 negative regulation of transcription -3.4035
00:0005152 4 interleukin-1 receptor antagonist -3.3906
00:0006334 6 nucleosome assembly -3.3777
00:0008327 4 methyl-CpG binding -3.3767
00:0016494 4 C-X-C chemokine receptor -3.3561
00:0016493 4 C-C chemokine receptor -3.3561
00:0016329 9 apoptosis regulator -3.3355
00:0008632 6 apoptotic program -3.2682
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Table 10. Gene Ontology categorieswith the most extreme positive Z-scores
GO DD Genes GO Terminology Average Z-score
00:0006520 6 amino acid metabolism 2.6649
00:0003924 4 GTPase 2.6658
00:0008217 3 regulation ofblood pressure 2.6692
00:0006814 4 sodium transport 2.857
00:0006941 3 striated muscle contraction 2.9631
00:0006700 3 C21-steroid hormone biosynthesis 3.0072
00:0004508 3 steroid 17-alpha-monooxygenase 3.0072
00:0006700 3 C21-steroid hormone biosynthesis 3.0072
00:0008595 3 embryo anterior/posterior axis
determination
3.3856
00:0030089 3 Phycobilisome 3.5572
00:0005681 6 spliceosome complex 3.5774
Table 11. Cross Species Comparative Study ofHuman,
Mouse, and Plant
Tested Number Number of
ofGenes Native Genes % ofNative Genes
Human 6.551 5.214 80%
Mouse 11.967 6.731 56%
Plant 16.148 8.797 55%
CHAPTERVI
DISCUSSION
This study has shown that the folding free energy ofmRNA is more negative
for most genes when compared to randomized sequences of identical mononucleotide
and dinucleotide composition. Different methods of calculating Z-scores from the
differences in free energy between native and randomized sequences were examined.
The Z-score measure is appropriate to access the magnitude of secondary structure in
excess compared to randomized sequences of the same length and mononucleotide
composition. In addition, utilizing dinucleotide constant composition randomized
sequences also removes a potential bias present in the folding algorithm of the RNA
structure and MFOLD program. The Z-score measure is appropriate for examining
the mRNA secondary structure characteristics of individual genes.
Although the Z-score is useful for examining individual mRNAs, it is not
appropriate for assessing large groups or complete transcriptomes. Instead ANOVA
methods must be utilized. We showed that typical One-Way ANOVA methods are
not robust enough to analyze a transcriptome of secondary structure free energy due to
the large variation between the genes. This variability is due to gene length and
sequence composition betweenmRNAs. As seen in the histogram ofZ-scores, the mean
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difference between native and randomized free energies is numerically small.
Using regular ANOVA we find no statistical significance between native and
randomized mRNAs. By using the blocking method with ANOVA, the effect of intra¬
gene variation is removed, to yield a comparison between native and random free
energies of folding. We showed that there is a significant difference, and hence
conclude that the human transcriptome is more stable than compared to randomized
mRNAs. This means that evolution has produced gene sequences that transcribe into
messages that contain more secondary structure than expected.
Transfer and ribosomal RNAs contain conserved secondary and tertiary
structures which give rise to significant free energy compared to randomized
sequences (Bonnet et. al., 2004). MicroRNAs have generated much excitement
recently and are a class of small regulatory non-coding RNAs. In plants and animals
analysis ofmicroRNA is leading to new paradigms for control of gene expression
during development. Larger precursormolecules that can fold into a stable stem-loop
structure give rise to microRNAs. Ribonuclease Ill-like nuclease processes these
structures, and they all have a typical stem-loop shape (Zeng and Cullen, 2004).
Examination of the global mRNA secondary structure ofhuman, mouse and
arabidopsis transcriptomes reveals the presence of excess free energy compared to
randomized sequences. This extra free energy is due to more mRNA secondary
structure typically in the form of stem-loops. Most of the mRNA structure
contributing to global free energy of folding is located within the coding region of the
transcripts due to the smaller size of the UTRs. Hence the coding sequence in genes
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may result from a multi-objective optimization process in evolution involving both
protein and mRNA sequence structures. Much attention has focused on conserved
protein sequences and the construction ofprofiles and motifs. From recent studies of
protein motifs, conserved sequences across species, and mutation assays, about 5% of
the sequence in proteins must be unchanged for protein fimction. If any of those
conserved amino acids are changed, the protein fimction is destroyed. About 20% of
the remaining sequence can be substituted to a chemically related amino acid and
protein fimction is retained. The remainder of the protein sequence is tolerant ofany
change without destroying protein fimction. Protein scientists typically exclude these
non-conserved regions from further analysis. We propose that these non-conserved
regions may process structure and patterns in the amino acid sequence that reflects
underlying mRNA structure formation. Clearly evolution has selected amino acids
within the conserved regions to perform some particular protein fimction. The non-
conserved sequences are mush less constrained and may evolve for some non-protein
fimction. The translated protein sequence may then be a reflection of the secondary
structure bias for global mRNA structures as measured by free energies of folding.
The primary constraints for protein or enzyme fimction would override this signature
in the conserved regions.
Evidence for those sequence signatures has been found from two lines of
evidence. First, a point mutation study inmRNA sequences has shown that a small
number ofmutations can cause the global free energy of folding to rapidly degrade
(data not shown). This indicates that codon choice and/or selection of amino acids at
appropriate sites could establish these global mRNA structmes in the gene.
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A second line of evidence for patterns in non-conserved protein regions is
the finding of longer then expected runs ofamino acid families in proteins. The
families are based on a natural partition of the 20 amino acids into three sets of 8,7,
and 5 amino acids (Figure 1). This pattern is derived from the genetic code by pairing
codons with reverse-complement codons, then grouping the codons together by the
amino acid for which they code. This generates a 3-component graph where the
vertices represent amino acids and the lines represent reverse-complement
relationships. Preliminary data suggests that proteins with long runs in these sets are
translated bymRNAs which have large negative Z-Scores. This data connects a
protein sequence stmcture to properties ofmRNA folding. The genetic code may be
optimized in part to form stable mRNAs to protect them from degradation (Digby and
Seffens, 1999). This may be a relic from the postulated RNA world before DNA
became the repository of genetic information.
This computational research effort may also be ofbiomedical interest for 1) the
design ofprimers for reverse transcriptase PCR from mRNA, 2) for antisense gene
therapy as it relates to mRNA folding stability interfering with oligonucleotide
hybridization, and 3) to provide computational tools to analyze and characterize
proteins and mRNA in microarray experiments and GO gene classifications.
APPENDIX A:
SQL COMMANDS (USED IN THIS STUDY)
Selecting Column Headings
1, Select GO_ID,GO_Tearm, Ontology.Parent
2, From dbo.Geneontology_Relationships




3. where startcodon like 'acg';




3. where EBI_ProteinName_GOID,Gene_ID = ID_Cross.Gene_ED




1. Select Count(*) AS Total#_of_Genes,
2. AVG(NatCodonFrameWW) AS AVGNatCodonFrameWW,
3. AVG(NatCodonFrameWl) AS AVGNatCodonFrameWl,
4. AVG(NatCodonFrameW2) As AVGNatCodonFrameW1,
5. AVG(NatBaseFramesWW) AS AVGNatBaseFramesWW,
6. From Allmonogather
Querying Between Two Values
1. Select RefSeqName.Gene
2. From Genelocation2
3. where Gene BETWEEN 4001 and 10000
Querying for Duplication of IDs
1. Select Gene_ID From dbo.EBI Gene Cross
2. Group By Gene lD
3. Having count (*) >1
Creating A Table By Combining Different Table IDs.
1. Create Table HChecklist2 (RefSeqName varchar (50), Monosuflfle varchar
(50), Disuffle Varchar (50),ID int Identity (1, l)not null);
2. Insert into Hchecklist2 (RefSeqName,MonoshuffleJ3ishuffle)
3. Select RefSeqName.RefSeQName, Alhnonogather.RefSeqName,
RefSeqNameD. Alldigather
4. From RefSeqName, Allmonogather, Alldigather
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Creating Master ID from Three Tables
1. Create Table Check_IDDups (RefSeqName varchar (50), Id int Identity (1,
l)not null);
a. Insert into Check IDDups (RefSeqName) Select RefSeQName From
RefSeqName
b. Insert into Check_IDDups Select RefSeqName From Allmonogather
c. Insert into Check_IDDups Select RefSeqNameD From Alldigather
d. Create Index IDX_VS_IDDUPS on Check_IDDups (RefSeqName);
2. Create Table Check_VS_DUPSlJK (RefSeqName varchar (50), Id int not
null);
a. Create Index IDX_VS_DUPSUKUK on Check_VS_DUPSUK
(RefSeqName);
b. Create Index IDX_VS_DUPSUKID on Check_VS_DUPSUK (Id);
c. Create Index IDX_VS_Refinono on Allmonogather (RefSeqName);
d. Create Index IDX_VS_Refdi on Alldigather (RefSeqNameD);
e. Create Index IDX_VS_Refrefon RefSeqName (RefSeqName);
3. Insert into Check_VS_DUPSUK (RefSeqName,Id)
a. Select RefSeqName,Min(Id) From Check_IDDups
b. Group by RefSeqName
c. Having count (*) <=2
d. order by RefSeqName
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Determining Missing Table IDs by Cross-referencing Master Table IDs
1. Create Table Miss_monoshuffle (RefSeqName Varchar (50), Id int not null);
a. Insert into Miss monoshuffle (RefseqName, Id)
b. Select Check_VS_DUPSUK.RefSeqName,Check_VS_DlJPSUK.Id
c. From Check_VS_DUPSlJK Where not exists (select * From
Allmonogather where Allmonogather.RefSeqName =
Check_VS_DUPSUK.RefSeqName)
d. Order By RefSeqName
2. Create Table Miss_dishuffle (RefSeqName Varchar (50), Id int not null);
a. Insert into Miss_dishuffle (RefseqName, Id)
b. Select Check_VS_DUPSUK.RefSeqName,Check_VS_DUPSUK.Id




d. Order By RefSeqName
3. Create Table Miss_RefSeqName (RefSeqName Varchar (50), Id int not null);
a. Insert into Miss_RefSeqName (RefseqName, Id)
b. Select Check_VS_DUPSUK.RefSeqName,Check_VS_DUPSUK.Id
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c. From Check_VS_DUPSUK Where not exists (select * From
RefSeqName where RefSeqName.RefSeQName =
Check_VS_DUPSUK.RefSeqName)
d. Order By RefSeqName
4. drop table Check IDDups
5. drop table Check_VS_DUPSUK
6. drop Index Allmonogather.IDX_VS_Refinono;
7. drop Index Alldigather.IDX_VS_Refdi;
8. drop Index RefSeqName.IDX_VS_Refref;
Count Number Of Rows In A Column
1. Select GO_ID, Coimt(*) as Number_of_Genes
2. From Digather_GO_ALL
3. Group by GO_ID
Querying for Values using the Less Than (<) or Greater Than (>) Clause
1. Select RefSeqNameD, NatFreeEnergyD,RanFreeEnergyD, Z ScoreD
2. From dbo.Alldigather
3. Where Z_ScoreD < -1.99 or Z ScoreD > 1.994.Order by NatFreeEnergyD DESC
Querying for Records of a Selective List of IDs
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1. Select RefSeqNameD, NatFreeEnergyD,RanFreeEnergyD,ST_DVD,
Z_ScoreD From dboAlldigather
2. Where RefSeqNameD in ('NM_000218', 'NM_000244', 'NM_000637',
'NM_000773', mi_001449' ,mi_001657’, 'NM_001760', ’NM_001821’,
'NM_001827')
3. Order By RefSeqNameD;
Querying Data Results and Ordering Values Descending
1. Select Ontology, AVG_Z_Score, GO_Term, Number_Of_Genes, Percent6221
2. From Digather_GO_Complete_Z_Score22
3. Order By AVG_Z_Score DESC
Simultaneous Calculations and Grouping
1. Select GO_ID,count (GO_ID) as number_of_Genes,
2. AVG(Z_Score)as AVG_Z_Score,
3. AVG (NatFreeEnergy) as AVG_NatFreeEnergy,
4. AVG (RanFreeEnergy) as AVG_RanFreeEnergy
5. From dbo.Digather_GO_ALL
6. Group by GO_ID
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Removal ofRow Duplication from a Table
1. Create Table Dup Hgenebanlcnames (RefSeqName char (50) Not Null,
Genebanknamel char (10), Genebankname2 char (10), GenebanknameS char
(10), Genebankname4 char (10), GenebanknameS char (10), Genebankname6
char (50));
2. Create Table TEMP_VS_IDDUPS ((RefSeqName char (50) Not Null,
Genebanknamel char (10), Genebankname2 char (10), GenebanknameS char
(10), Genebankname4 char (10), GenebanknameS char (10), Genebanknameb
char (50), VS_Dups_Id int IDENTITY (1,1) NOT NULL);
3. Create Table TEMP_VS_DUPSUK (RefSeqName varchar (50), VS_Dups_Id
int NOT NULL);
a. Insert into TEMP_VS_EDDUPS (RefSeqName, Genebanknamel,
Genebankname2, GenebanknameS, Genebankname4, GenebanknameS,
Genebanknamed)
b. SELECT RefSeqName, Genebanknamel, Genebankname2,
GenebanknameS, Genebankname4, GenebanknameS, GenebanknameS
c. From GenebanknameS A Where EXISTS (SELECT * FROM
GenebanknameS B Where A.RefSeqName = B.RefSeqName
4. Group BY RefSeqName
5. Having Count (*) > 1);
6. CREATE INDEX IDX_VS_IDDUPSUK ON TEMP_VS_IDDUPS
(RefSeqName);




c. Group BY RefSeqName
d. Having COUNT (*) >= 1;
e. Create INDEX IDX_VS_DUPSUKUK on TEMP_VS_DUPSUK
(RefSeqName);
f. Create INDEX IDX_VS_DUPSUKID on TEMP_VS_DUPSUK
(VS_Dups_Id);
8. Delete from Genebanknames
a. Where exists (select * from TEMP_VS_IDDUPS Where RefSeqName
= Genebanknames.RefSeqName);
9. Insert into Genebanknames(RefSeqName, Genebanknamel, Genebankname2,
Genebanknames, Genebankname4, GenebanknameS, Genebanknameb)
a. Select RefSeqName, Genebanknamel, Genebankname2,
GenebanknameS, Genebankname4, GenebanknameS, Genebanknameb
b. From TEMP_VS_IDDUPS Where exists (select * from
TEMP_VS_DUPSUK where TEMP_VS_DUPSUK.VS_Dups_Id =
TEMP_VS_IDDUPS.VS_Dups_Id);
10. Insert into [Dup_Hgenebanknames] (RefSeqName, Genebanknamel,
Genebankname2, Genebanknames, Genebankname4, Genebanknames,
Genebanknameb)
a. SELECT RefSeqName, Genebanknamel, Genebankname2,
Genebanknames, Genebankname4, Genebanknames, Genebanknameb
b. From TEMP_VS_IDDUPS Where not exists (Select * From
TEMP_VS_DUPSUKWhere TEMP_VS_DUPSUK.VS_Dups_Id
TEMP_VS_IDDUPS.VS_Dups_Id);
11. Drop table TEMP_VS_IDDUPS;
12. Drop table TEMP_VS_DUPSUK;
APPENDIX B:
HUMAN DISHUFFLED mRNA DATA LINKED TO GO PARENT CATEGORIES
Human Dishuffle GO Category Averages
#of









G0:0004200 3 F caspase-8 -7.5053 -843.9666 -732.9833
00:0016741 3 F methyltransferase -5.6441 -824.9333 -740.2833
00:0046651 3 P B-cell proliferation -5.3288 -474.7 -443.34
00:0008283 3 P B-cell proliferation -5.3288 -474.7 -443.34
00:0008610 4 P steroid biosynthesis -5.078 -953.9 -913.275
00:0008202 4 P steroid biosynthesis -5.078 -953.9 -913.275
00:0006740 3 P pentose-phosphate shunt -5.0488 -443.2 -416.84
00:0008233 6 F cysteine-type peptidase -4.807 -651.2666 -586.5083
00:0004197 8 F caspase -4.1749 -665.4625 -609.2
00:0004722 4 F
protein phosphatase type
2A -3.9102 -865 -818.5375
00:0046650 6 P B-cell differentiation -3.803 -607.7 -575.975
00:0030098 6 P B-cell differentiation -3.803 -607.7 -575.975
00:0042113 6 P B-cell differentiation -3.803 -607.7 -575.975
00:0006753 4 P ATP biosynthesis -3.7443 -291 -269.68
00:0009206 4 P ATP biosynthesis -3.7443 -291 -269.68
00:0046034 4 P ATP biosynthesis -3.7443 -291 -269.68
00:0009108 4 P ATP biosynthesis -3.7443 -291 -269.68
00:0000323 4 C lysosome -3.74 -765.325 -722.5425
00:0016654 3 F
thioredoxin reductase
(NADPH) -3.6098 -924.5 -892.77
00:0016209 3 F
thioredoxin reductase
(NADPH) -3.6098 -924.5 -892.77
00:0004926 3 F frizzled receptor -3.5471 -984.5 -943.66
00:0007275 7 P cell differentiation -3.5143 -487.0714 -454.2314
00:0003700 3 F transcriptional repressor -3.4035 -820.3333 -775.21
00:0045449 3 P
negative regulation of
transcription -3.4035 -820.3333 -775.21
00:0005149 4 F
interleukin-1 receptor
antagonist -3.3906 -562 -527.345
00:0030353 4 F
intarteukin-1 receptor
antagonist -3.3906 -562 -527.345
00:0006333 6 P nudeosome assembly -3.3777 -404.7833 -382.5516
00:0000166 4 F methyi-CpO binding -3.3767 -1022.95 -976.11
00:0019958 4 F
C-X-C chemokine
receptor -3.3561 -635.1 -606.4
00:0019957 4 F C-C chemokine receptor -3.3561 -635.1 -606.4
00:0004950 4 F OC chemokine receptor -3.3561 -635.1 -606.4





sector ATPase -3.1691 -580.6 -557.175
G0:0016407 4 F N-acetyttransferase -3.093 -392.85 -375.545
G0:0016410 4 F N-aoetyitransferase -3.093 -392.85 -375.545
GO:OOOS537 4 F mannose bindina lectin -3.06 -611.3 -578.93
G0:0005530 4 F mannose binding lectin -3.06 -611.3 -578.93
G0:0003906 9 F
purine-specific oxidized base
lesion ONA N-glyoosv -3.0045 -739.1333 -703.0433
G0:0000702 9 F
purine-spedfic oxidized base
lesion ONA N-glyoosy -3.0045 -739.1333 -703.0433
G0;0004520 9 F
purine-spedfic oxidized base
lesion DMA N-glyoosy -3.0045 -739.1333 -703.0433
G0:0008237
1
2 F metailoendopeptidase -2.9285 -955.5 -916.4
G0:0004175
1
2 F metaHoerxiopeptidase -2.9285 -955.5 -916.4
G0:0005215 5 F protein transporter -2.8892 -643.84 -598.508
G0:0042175 6 C
endoplasmic reticulum
men^Kane -2.854 -692.1666 -663.3233
G0:0005783 6 C
endoplasmic reticulum
membrane -2.854 -692.1666 -663.3233
G0:0007398 3 P epidermal differentiation -2.8463 -666.4666 -633.5166
G0:0016705 3 F
fotty add (omega-1 )-
hydroxylase -2.8341 -694.7 -674.15
G0:0015034 3 F
fetty add (omega-1 )-
hydroxylaw -2.8341 -694.7 -674.15
G0:0004497 3 F
fetty add (omega-1 )-
hydroxylase -2.8341 -694.7 -674.15
G0:0003724 3 F ATP dependent RNA helicase -2.8044 -423.7 -397.26
G0:0008186 3 F ATP dependent RNA helicase -2.8044 ■423.7 -397.26
G0:0008094 3 F ATP dependent ONA helicase -2.8044 -423.7 -397.26
G0:0003678 3 F ATP dependent ONA helicase -2.8044 -423.7 -397.26
G0:0008026 3 F ATP dependent ONA helicase -2.8044 -423.7 -397.26
G0:0003824 7 F lyase -2.7958 -665.3 -639.6857
G0:0016659 4 F NADH dehydrogenase -2.7532 -221.15 -203.845
G0:0015933 4 F NAOH dehydrogenase -2.7532 -221.15 -203.845
G0:0015081 8 F
NAOH dehydrogenase
(ubiquinone) -2.7532 -221.15 -203.845
G0:0016655 8 F
NAOH dehydrogenase
(ubiquinone) -2.7532 -221.15 -203.845
G0:0015078 8 F
NAOH dehydrogenase
(ubiquinone) -2.7532 -221.15 -203.845
G0:0015399 8 F
NAOH dehydrogenase
(ubiquinone) -2.7532 -221.15 -203.845
G0:0009101
1
2 P protein amino add glycosylation -2.7532 -537.1833 -508.6416
G0:0006955 4 P humoral immune response -2.6796 -590 -551.52
G0;0009613 4 P humoral immune response -2.6796 -590 -551.52
G0:0019965 4 F interteukin receptor -2.6337 -539.55 -509.41
G0:0004896 4 F interieukin receptor -2.6337 -539.55 -509.41
G0:0001568 3 P angiogenesis -2.6154 -365.7333 -344.5866
G0:0005216 4 F yoitage-gated ion channel -2.6056 -807.45 -775.77
G0:0042445 4 P androgen metabolism -2.6021 -533.8 -507.365
G0:0009592 4 P hearing -2.589 -322.5 -295.495
G0:0007600 4 P healing -2.589 -322.5 -295.495
G0:0003793 3 F antiyiral response protein -2.5699 -685.8666 -656.35
G0:0030163
2
8 P proteolysis and peptidolysis -2.5638 -687.375 -654.8542
G0:0006956 3 P
complOTient ac^tionV
classical pathway -2.53 -531.5666 -500.31
G0;0005126 3 F interferon-alpha/beta receptor -2.5201 -287.6666 -271.0966
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ligand
60:0006779 6 P heme biosynthesis -2.5016 -729.8 -712.575
60:0046148 6 P heme biosynthesis -2.5016 -729.6 -712.575
60:0042168 6 P heme biosynthesis -2.5016 -729.6 -712.575
60:0019838 4 F
insulin-IS(e growth fector
binding -2.4984 -529.275 -503.26
60:0006717 7 C nudeosome -2.4802 -361.5428 -344.7814
60:0005622 7 C chromosome -2.4802 -361.5428 -344.7814
60:0000087
1
2 P mitosis -2.4756 ^94.1166 -472.1183
60:0016681 3 F
ubiquinoiHiytochrome c
reductase -2.4516 -392.4 -380.37
60:0009410 4 P xenobiotic metabolism -2.4456 -347.45 -327.63
60:0004386 4 F ATP dependent helicase -2.4403 -501 •482.42
60:0005887 4 C
voltage^ted potassium
channel complex -2.4354 -1045.625 -1012.7575
60:0042127 9 P
negabve regulation of cell
proliferation -2.43 -608.7333 -582.3677
60:0008150
3
9 P biolooical j>rocess unknown -2.4222 -541.4179 -516.761
60:0007582 5 P pathogenesis -2.4196 -479.58 -455.266
60:0015293 4 F
sodiumVdicarboxylate/tricarbox
ylate ootransporter -2.4191 -1193 -1163.77
60:0005310 4 F
sodiumVdicarboxylate/tricarbox
ylate cotransporter -2.4191 -1193 -1163.77
60:0015354 4 F
sodiumVdkarboxyiate/tricarbox
ylate cotransporter -2.4191 -1193 -1163.77
60:0015142 4 F
sodiumVdicarboxylate/tttoarbox
ylate ootransporter -2.4191 -1193 -1163.77
60:0006886 3 P ER to Golgi transport -2.3963 -704.2 -680.69
60:0045045 3 P ER to Golgi transport -2.3963 -704.2 -680.69
60:0007276 6 P spermatogenesis -2.3811 -539.1333 -513.7716
60:0000084 3 P DMA replication -2.3621 -567.9 -547.77
60:0006259 3 P ONA replication -2.3621 -567.9 -547.77
60:0000067 3 P DNA replication -2.3621 -567.9 -547.77
60:0005505 5 F manganese binding -2.3408 -633.66 -609.414
60:0008151 7 P ceUcyde -2.3262 -616.5714 -590.6128
60:0004879 3 F steroid hormone receptor -2.3179 -682.6666 -657.8166
60:0005267 4 F
vdtage^ted potassium
chanrrel -2.2725 -794.15 -767.5
60:0005244 4 F
vdtage^ted potassium
channel -2.2725 -794.15 -767.5
60:0005102 9 F cytokine -2.269 -466.2222 -449.77
60:0005575
3
9 C cellulaf component unknown -2.2497 -613.2743 -590.7741
60:0005576 6 C extracellular matrix -2.2473 -712.9166 -686.7766
60:0012502
1
0 P induction of apoptosis -2.2155 -545 -523.864
60:0019001 6 F GTP binding -2.211 -544.2333 -526.0266
60:0000086 6 P regulation of CDK activity -2.2015 -698.25 -672.305
60:0000082 6 P regulation of CDK activtty -2.2015 -698.25 -672.305
60:0000074 6 P reguiation of CDK activity -2.2015 -698.25 -672.305
60:0005488 6 F nudeotide binding -2.1413 -837.4333 -814.4416
60:0016791 6 F protein phosphatase -2.0893 -455.1 -435.25
60:0016302 6 F protein phosphatase -2.0893 -455.1 -435.25
60:0006631 4 P acyl4^metabolism -2.0571 -782.6 -759.595





biogenesis (sensu Euka -2.0457 -461.41 -445.515




development -1.9997 -542.34 -528.294
00:0016494 3 F lntei1eukin-8 receptor 2.0018 -797 -824.24
00:0004907 3 F inteiteukin-8 receptor 2.0018 -797 -^4.24
00:0019959 3 F lnterteukln-8 receptor 2.0018 -797 -824.24
00:0015464 3 F
nicotinic acetylcholine-activated
cation-selective 2.0199 -1009.2 -1033.79
00:0005231 3 F
nicotinic acetylcholine-activated
cadon-selective 2.0199 -1009.2 -1033.79
00:0046118 3 P Queuosine biosynthesis 2.0993 -523.9 -547.36
00:0046116 3 P queuosine Uosynthesis 2.0993 -523.9 -547.38
00:0006400 3 P queuosine biosynthesis 2.0993 -523.9 -547.38
00:0006875 4 P calcium ion homeostasis 2.3665 -132.65 -144.515
00:0030005 4 P calcium ion homeostasis 2.3665 -132.65 -144.515
00:0005069 5 F SH3/SH2 adaptor protein 2.5435 -648.32 -671.25
00:0015203 3 F
amino add-polyatTdne
transporter 2.6495 -937.4 -960.88
00:0015171 3 F
amino add-polyamine
transporter 2.6495 -937.4 -960.88
00:0015291 3 F
amino add-polyamine
transporter 2.6495 -937.4 -960.88
00:0009308 6 P amino add metabolism 2.6649 -794.9 -823.26
00:0006519 6 P amino add metabolism 2.6649 -794.9 -823.26
00:0019752 6 P amino add metabolism 2.6649 -794.9 -823.26
00:0005525 4 F OTPase 2.6658 -613.95 -639.465
00:0016818 4 F OTPase 2.6658 -613.95 -639.465
00:0008015 3 P requlation of blood pressure 2.6692 -283.9666 -306.2433
00:0030001 4 P sodium transport 2.857 -452.05 -485.56
00:0006936 3 P striated musde contraction 2.9631 -547.6333 -567.9966
00:0008207 3 P
C21-steroid hormone
biosynthesis 3.0072 -531.3 -548.08
00:0042446 3 P
C21-steroid honrrxme
biosynthesis 3.0072 -531.3 -548.08
00:0016718 3 F
ster^ 17-alpha-
motrooxygenase 3.0072 -531.3 -548.08
00:0008395 3 F
steroid 17-alpha-
monooxygenase 3.0072 -531.3 -548.08
00:0006694 3 P
C21-ste^ hormone
biosynthesis 3.0072 -531.3 -548.08
00:0007351 3 P
determination of
anterior/posterior axisV embryo 3.3856 -894.5 -917.83
00:0009948 3 P
determination of
anterior/oosterior axisV embryo 3.3856 -894.5 -917.83
00:0000578 3 P
determination of
anterior/posterior axisV embryo 3.3856 -894.5 -917.83
00:0009843 3 C phyoobilisome 3.5572 -815.6 -857.12
00:0030076 3 C phycobilisame 3.5572 -815.6 -857.12
00:0030075 3 c phyoobilisome 3.5572 -815.6 -857.12
00:0030529 6 c spUceosome complex 3.5774 -316.7333 -339.9266
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